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‘Russia will always be Russia’:
Putin’s full speech on accession
of former Ukrainian territories
(VIDEO)
Russian president: Incorporation of
Donbass, Kherson and Zaporozhye regions
�xes historical injustices and de�es the
“colonial” West

© Sputnik / Grigoriy Sisoev

By recognizing the free will of the residents of Donetsk,
Lugansk, Kherson and Zaporozhye, Russia has
embraced people who share its history and culture and
repaired some of the injustices created by the Soviet
Union and its destruction, President Vladimir Putin
claimed in Moscow on Friday.

He added that Ukraine intended to target Russian
speakers within its borders with the same treatment
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that the “colonial” West wants to in�ict upon the entire
world in its desire for hegemony.

Below is the full text of Vladimir Putin’s speech,
published by the Kremlin’s o�icial website:

Citizens of Russia, citizens of the Donetsk and Lugansk
people’s republics, residents of the Zaporozhye
and Kherson regions, deputies of the State Duma,
senators of the Russian Federation,

As you know, referendums have been held
in the Donetsk and Lugansk people’s republics
and the Zaporozhye and Kherson regions. The ballots
have been counted and the results have been
announced. The people have made their unequivocal
choice.

Today we will sign treaties on the accession
of the Donetsk People’s Republic, Lugansk People’s
Republic, Zaporozhye Region and Kherson Region
to the Russian Federation. I have no doubt that
the Federal Assembly will support the constitutional
laws on the accession to Russia and the establishment
of four new regions, our new constituent entities
of the Russian Federation, because this is the will
of millions of people.

It is undoubtedly their right, an inherent right sealed
in Article 1 of the UN Charter, which directly states
the principle of equal rights and self-determination
of peoples.

I repeat, it is an inherent right of the people. It is based
on our historical a�inity, and it is that right that led
generations of our predecessors, those who built
and defended Russia for centuries since the period
of Ancient Rus, to victory.

Here in Novorossiya, [Pyotr] Rumyantsev, [Alexander]
Suvorov and [Fyodor] Ushakov fought their battles,
and Catherine the Great and [Grigory] Potemkin
founded new cities. Our grandfathers and great-
grandfathers fought here to the bitter end during
the Great Patriotic War.
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We will always remember the heroes of the Russian
Spring, those who refused to accept the neo-Nazi coup
d'état in Ukraine in 2014, all those who died for the right
to speak their native language, to preserve their culture,
traditions and religion, and for the very right to live. We
remember the soldiers of Donbass, the martyrs
of the “Odessa Khatyn,” the victims of inhuman terrorist
attacks carried out by the Kiev regime. We
commemorate volunteers and militiamen, civilians,
children, women, senior citizens, Russians, Ukrainians,
people of various nationalities; popular leader
of Donetsk Alexander Zakharchenko; military
commanders Arsen Pavlov and Vladimir Zhoga, Olga
Kochura and Alexei Mozgovoy; prosecutor
of the Lugansk Republic Sergei Gorenko; paratrooper
Nurmagomed Gadzhimagomedov and all our soldiers
and o�icers who died a hero’s death during the special
military operation. They are heroes. Heroes of great
Russia. Please join me in a minute of silence to honour
their memory.

Behind the choice of millions of residents
in the Donetsk and Lugansk people's republics,
in the Zaporozhye and Kherson regions, is our common
destiny and thousand-year history. People have passed
this spiritual connection on to their children
and grandchildren. Despite all the trials they endured,
they carried the love for Russia through the years. This
is something no one can destroy. That is why both older
generations and young people – those who were born
after the tragic collapse of the Soviet Union – have
voted for our unity, for our common future.

In 1991 in Belovezhskaya Pushcha, representatives
of the party elite of that time made a decision
to terminate the Soviet Union, without asking ordinary
citizens what they wanted, and people suddenly found
themselves cut o� from their homeland. This tore apart
and dismembered our national community
and triggered a national catastrophe. Just like
the government quietly demarcated the borders
of Soviet republics, acting behind the scenes after
the 1917 revolution, the last leaders of the Soviet
Union, contrary to the direct expression of the will
of the majority of people in the referendum of 1991,
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destroyed our great country, and simply made
the people in the former republics face this
as an accomplished fact.

I can admit that they didn’t even know what they were
doing and what consequences their actions would have
in the end. But it doesn't matter now. There is no Soviet
Union anymore; we cannot return to the past. Actually,
Russia no longer needs it today; this isn’t our ambition.
But there is nothing stronger than the determination
of millions of people who, by their culture, religion,
traditions, and language, consider themselves part
of Russia, whose ancestors lived in a single country
for centuries. There is nothing stronger than their
determination to return to their true historical homeland.

For eight long years, people in Donbass were subjected
to genocide, shelling and blockades; in Kherson
and Zaporozhye, a criminal policy was pursued
to cultivate hatred for Russia, for everything Russian.
Now too, during the referendums, the Kiev regime
threatened schoolteachers, women who worked
in election commissions with reprisals and death. Kiev
threatened millions of people who came to express
their will with repression. But the people of Donbass,
Zaporozhye and Kherson weren’t broken, and they had
their say.

I want the Kiev authorities and their true handlers
in the West to hear me now, and I want everyone
to remember this: the people living in Lugansk
and Donetsk, in Kherson and Zaporozhye have
become our citizens, forever. 

We call on the Kiev regime to immediately cease �re
and all hostilities; to end the war it unleashed back
in 2014 and return to the negotiating table. We are
ready for this, as we have said more than once. But
the choice of the people in Donetsk, Lugansk,
Zaporozhye and Kherson will not be discussed.
The decision has been made, and Russia will not
betray it. Kiev’s current authorities should respect this
free expression of the people’s will; there is no other
way. This is the only way to peace.
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We will defend our land with all the forces
and resources we have, and we will do everything we
can to ensure the safety of our people. This is the great
liberating mission of our nation.

We will de�nitely rebuild the destroyed cities and towns,
the residential buildings, schools, hospitals, theatres
and museums. We will restore and develop industrial
enterprises, factories, infrastructure, as well
as the social security, pension, healthcare
and education systems.

We will certainly work to improve the level of security.
Together we will make sure that citizens in the new
regions can feel the support of all the people of Russia,
of the entire nation, all the republics, territories
and regions of our vast Motherland.

Friends, colleagues.

Today I would like to address our soldiers and o�icers
who are taking part in the special military operation,
the �ghters of Donbass and Novorossiya, those who
went to military recruitment o�ices after receiving a call-
up paper under the executive order on partial
mobilisation, and those who did this voluntarily,
answering the call of their hearts. I would like
to address their parents, wives and children, to tell
them what our people are �ghting for, what kind
of enemy we are up against, and who is pushing
the world into new wars and crises and deriving blood-
stained bene�ts from this tragedy.

Our compatriots, our brothers and sisters in Ukraine
who are part of our united people have seen with their
own eyes what the ruling class of the so-called West
have prepared for humanity as a whole. They have
dropped their masks and shown what they are really
made of.

When the Soviet Union collapsed, the West decided
that the world and all of us would permanently accede
to its dictates. In 1991, the West thought that Russia
would never rise after such shocks and would fall
to pieces on its own. This almost happened. We
remember the horrible 1990s, hungry, cold
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and hopeless. But Russia remained standing, came
alive, grew stronger and occupied its rightful place
in the world.

Meanwhile, the West continued and continues looking
for another chance to strike a blow at us, to weaken
and break up Russia, which they have always dreamed
about, to divide our state and set our peoples against
each other, and to condemn them to poverty
and extinction. They cannot rest easy knowing that
there is such a great country with this huge territory
in the world, with its natural wealth, resources
and people who cannot and will not do someone else’s
bidding.

The West is ready to cross every line to preserve
the neo-colonial system which allows it to live o�
the world, to plunder it thanks to the domination
of the dollar and technology, to collect an actual tribute
from humanity, to extract its primary source
of unearned prosperity, the rent paid to the hegemon.
The preservation of this annuity is their main, real
and absolutely self-serving motivation. This is why total
de-sovereignisation is in their interest. This explains
their aggression towards independent states, traditional
values and authentic cultures, their attempts
to undermine international and integration processes,
new global currencies and technological development
centres they cannot control. It is critically important
for them to force all countries to surrender their
sovereignty to the United States.

In certain countries, the ruling elites voluntarily agree
to do this, voluntarily agree to become vassals; others
are bribed or intimidated. And if this does not work, they
destroy entire states, leaving behind humanitarian
disasters, devastation, ruins, millions of wrecked
and mangled human lives, terrorist enclaves, social
disaster zones, protectorates, colonies and semi-
colonies. They don't care. All they care about is their
own bene�t.

I want to underscore again that their insatiability
and determination to preserve their unfettered
dominance are the real causes of the hybrid war that
the collective West is waging against Russia. They do
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not want us to be free; they want us to be a colony.
They do not want equal cooperation; they want to loot.
They do not want to see us a free society, but a mass
of soulless slaves.

They see our thought and our philosophy as a direct
threat. That is why they target our philosophers
for assassination. Our culture and art present a danger
to them, so they are trying to ban them. Our
development and prosperity are also a threat to them
because competition is growing. They do not want
or need Russia, but we do.

I would like to remind you that in the past, ambitions
of world domination have repeatedly shattered against
the courage and resilience of our people. Russia will
always be Russia. We will continue to defend our
values and our Motherland.

The West is counting on impunity, on being able to get
away with anything. As a matter of fact, this was
actually the case until recently. Strategic security
agreements have been trashed; agreements reached
at the highest political level have been declared tall
tales; �rm promises not to expand NATO to the east
gave way to dirty deception as soon as our former
leaders bought into them; missile defence,
intermediate-range and shorter-range missile treaties
have been unilaterally dismantled under far-fetched
pretexts.

And all we hear is, the West is insisting on a rules-
based order. Where did that come from anyway? Who
has ever seen these rules? Who agreed or approved
them? Listen, this is just a lot of nonsense, utter deceit,
double standards, or even triple standards! They must
think we’re stupid.

Russia is a great thousand-year-old power, a whole
civilisation, and it is not going to live by such makeshift,
false rules. 

It was the so-called West that trampled on the principle
of the inviolability of borders, and now it is deciding,
at its own discretion, who has the right to self-
determination and who does not, who is unworthy of it.
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It is unclear what their decisions are based on or who
gave them the right to decide in the �rst place. They
just assumed it.

That is why the choice of the people in Crimea,
Sevastopol, Donetsk, Lugansk, Zaporozhye
and Kherson makes them so furiously angry. The West
does not have any moral right to weigh in, or even utter
a word about freedom of democracy. It does not and it
never did.

Western elites not only deny national sovereignty
and international law. Their hegemony has pronounced
features of totalitarianism, despotism and apartheid.
They brazenly divide the world into their vassals –
the so-called civilised countries – and all the rest, who,
according to the designs of today's Western racists,
should be added to the list of barbarians and savages.
False labels like “rogue country” or “authoritarian
regime” are already available, and are used
to stigmatise entire nations and states, which is nothing
new. There is nothing new in this: deep down,
the Western elites have remained the same colonisers.
They discriminate and divide peoples into the top tier
and the rest.

We have never agreed to and will never agree to such
political nationalism and racism. What else, if not
racism, is the Russophobia being spread around
the world? What, if not racism, is the West’s dogmatic
conviction that its civilisation and neoliberal culture is
an indisputable model for the entire world to follow?
“You’re either with us or against us.” It even sounds
strange.

Western elites are even shifting repentance for their
own historical crimes on everyone else, demanding that
the citizens of their countries and other peoples confess
to things they have nothing to do with at all,
for example, the period of colonial conquests.

It is worth reminding the West that it began its colonial
policy back in the Middle Ages, followed
by the worldwide slave trade, the genocide of Indian
tribes in America, the plunder of India and Africa,
the wars of England and France against China,
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as a result of which it was forced to open its ports
to the opium trade. What they did was get entire
nations hooked on drugs and purposefully exterminated
entire ethnic groups for the sake of grabbing land
and resources, hunting people like animals. This is
contrary to human nature, truth, freedom and justice.

While we – we are proud that in the 20th century our
country led the anti-colonial movement, which opened
up opportunities for many peoples around the world
to make progress, reduce poverty and inequality,
and defeat hunger and disease.

To emphasise, one of the reasons for the centuries-old
Russophobia, the Western elites’ unconcealed
animosity toward Russia is precisely the fact that we
did not allow them to rob us during the period
of colonial conquests and forced the Europeans
to trade with us on mutually bene�cial terms. This was
achieved by creating a strong centralised state
in Russia, which grew and got stronger based
on the great moral values  of Orthodox Christianity,
Islam, Judaism and Buddhism, as well as Russian
culture and the Russian word that were open to all.

There were numerous plans to invade Russia. Such
attempts were made during the Time of Troubles
in the 17th century and in the period of ordeals after
the 1917 revolution. All of them failed. The West
managed to grab hold of Russia’s wealth only
in the late 20th century, when the state had been
destroyed. They called us friends and partners, but they
treated us like a colony, using various schemes
to pump trillions of dollars out of the country. We
remember. We have not forgotten anything.

A few days ago, people in Donetsk and Lugansk,
Kherson and Zaporozhye declared their support
for restoring our historical unity. Thank you! 

Western countries have been saying for centuries that
they bring freedom and democracy to other nations.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Instead
of bringing democracy they suppressed and exploited,
and instead of giving freedom they enslaved
and oppressed. The unipolar world is inherently anti-
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democratic and unfree; it is false and hypocritical
through and through.

The United States is the only country in the world that
has used nuclear weapons twice, destroying the cities
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan. And they created
a precedent.

Recall that during WWII the United States and Britain
reduced Dresden, Hamburg, Cologne and many other
German cities to rubble, without the least military
necessity. It was done ostentatiously and, to repeat,
without any military necessity. They had only one goal,
as with the nuclear bombing of Japanese cities:
to intimidate our country and the rest of the world.

The United States left a deep scar in the memory
of the people of Korea and Vietnam with their carpet
bombings and use of napalm and chemical weapons.

It actually continues to occupy Germany, Japan,
the Republic of Korea and other countries, which they
cynically refer to as equals and allies. Look now, what
kind of alliance is that? The whole world knows that
the top o�icials in these countries are being spied
on and that their o�ices and homes are bugged. It is
a disgrace, a disgrace for those who do this
and for those who, like slaves, silently and meekly
swallow this arrogant behaviour.

They call the orders and threats they make to their
vassals Euro-Atlantic solidarity, and the creation
of biological weapons and the use of human test
subjects, including in Ukraine, noble medical research.

It is their destructive policies, wars and plunder that
have unleashed today’s massive wave of migrants.
Millions of people endure hardships and humiliation
or die by the thousands trying to reach Europe.

They are exporting grain from Ukraine now. Where are
they taking it under the guise of ensuring the food
security of the poorest countries? Where is it going?
They are taking it to the self-same European countries.
Only �ve percent has been delivered to the poorest
countries. More cheating and naked deception again.
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In e�ect, the American elite is using the tragedy
of these people to weaken its rivals, to destroy nation
states. This goes for Europe and for the identities
of France, Italy, Spain and other countries with
centuries-long histories.

Washington demands more and more sanctions against
Russia and the majority of European politicians
obediently go along with it. They clearly understand that
by pressuring the EU to completely give up Russian
energy and other resources, the United States is
practically pushing Europe toward deindustrialisation
in a bid to get its hands on the entire European market.
These European elites understand everything – they
do, but they prefer to serve the interests of others. This
is no longer servility but direct betrayal of their own
peoples. God bless, it is up to them.

But the Anglo-Saxons believe sanctions are no longer
enough and now they have turned to subversion. It
seems incredible but it is a fact – by causing explosions
on Nord Stream’s international gas pipelines passing
along the bottom of the Baltic Sea, they have actually
embarked on the destruction of Europe’s entire energy
infrastructure. It is clear to everyone who stands
to gain. Those who bene�t are responsible, of course.

The dictates of the US are backed up by crude force,
on the law of the �st. Sometimes it is beautifully
wrapped sometimes there is no wrapping at all but
the gist is the same – the law of the �st. Hence,
the deployment and maintenance of hundreds
of military bases in all corners of the world, NATO
expansion, and attempts to cobble together new
military alliances, such as AUKUS and the like. Much is
being done to create a Washington-Seoul-Tokyo
military-political chain. All states that possess or aspire
to genuine strategic sovereignty and are capable
of challenging Western hegemony, are automatically
declared enemies.

These are the principles that underlie US and NATO
military doctrines that require total domination. Western
elites are presenting their neocolonialist plans with
the same hypocrisy, claiming peaceful intentions,
talking about some kind of deterrence. This evasive
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word migrates from one strategy to another but really
only means one thing – undermining any and all
sovereign centres of power.

We have already heard about the deterrence of Russia,
China and Iran. I believe next in line are other countries
of Asia, Latin America, Africa and the Middle East,
as well as current US partners and allies. After all, we
know that when they are displeased, they introduce
sanctions against their allies as well – against this
or that bank or company. This is their practice and they
will expand it. They have everything in their sights,
including our next-door neighbours – the CIS countries.

At the same time, the West has clearly been engaged
in wishful thinking for a long time. In launching
the sanctions blitzkrieg against Russia, for example,
they thought that they could once again line up
the whole world at their command. As it turns out,
however, such a bright prospect does not excite
everyone – other than complete political masochists
and admirers of other unconventional forms
of international relations. Most states refuse to ”snap
a salute“ and instead choose the sensible path
of cooperation with Russia.

The West clearly did not expect such insubordination.
They simply got used to acting according to a template,
to grab whatever they please, by blackmail, bribery,
intimidation, and convinced themselves that these
methods would work forever, as if they had fossilised
in the past.

Such self-con�dence is a direct product not only
of the notorious concept of exceptionalism – although it
never ceases to amaze – but also of the real
”information hunger“ in the West. The truth has been
drowned in an ocean of myths, illusions and fakes,
using extremely aggressive propaganda, lying like
Goebbels. The more unbelievable the lie, the quicker
people will believe it – that is how they operate,
according to this principle.

But people cannot be fed with printed dollars
and euros. You can't feed them with those pieces
of paper, and the virtual, in�ated capitalisation
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of western social media companies can't heat their
homes. Everything I am saying is important. And what
I just said is no less so: you can't feed anyone with
paper – you need food; and you can't heat anyone’s
home with these in�ated capitalisations – you need
energy.

That is why politicians in Europe have to convince their
fellow citizens to eat less, take a shower less often
and dress warmer at home. And those who start asking
fair questions like “Why is that, in fact?” are
immediately declared enemies, extremists and radicals.
They point back at Russia and say: that is the source
of all your troubles. More lies.

I want to make special note of the fact that there is
every reason to believe that the Western elites are not
going to look for constructive ways out of the global
food and energy crisis that they and they alone are
to blame for, as a result of their long-term policy, dating
back long before our special military operation
in Ukraine, in Donbass. They have no intention
of solving the problems of injustice and inequality. I am
afraid they would rather use other formulas they are
more comfortable with.

And here it is important to recall that the West bailed
itself out of its early 20th century challenges with World
War I. Pro�ts from World War II helped the United
States �nally overcome the Great Depression
and become the largest economy in the world,
and to impose on the planet the power of the dollar
as a global reserve currency. And the 1980s crisis –
things came to a head in the 1980s again – the West
emerged from it unscathed largely by appropriating
the inheritance and resources of the collapsed
and defunct Soviet Union. That's a fact.

Now, in order to free itself from the latest web
of challenges, they need to dismantle Russia as well
as other states that choose a sovereign path
of development, at all costs, to be able to further
plunder other nations’ wealth and use it to patch their
own holes. If this does not happen, I cannot rule out
that they will try to trigger a collapse of the entire
system, and blame everything on that, or, God forbid,
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decide to use the old formula of economic growth
through war.

Russia is aware of its responsibility to the international
community and will make every e�ort to ensure that
cooler heads prevail.

The current neocolonial model is ultimately doomed;
this much is obvious. But I repeat that its real masters
will cling to it to the end. They simply have nothing
to o�er the world except to maintain the same system
of plundering and racketeering.

They do not give a damn about the natural right
of billions of people, the majority of humanity,
to freedom and justice, the right to determine their own
future. They have already moved on to the radical
denial of moral, religious, and family values.

Let’s answer some very simple questions for ourselves.
Now I would like to return to what I said and want
to address also all citizens of the country – not just
the colleagues that are in the hall – but all citizens
of Russia: do we want to have here, in our country,
in Russia, “parent number one, parent number two
and parent number three” (they have completely lost it!)
instead of mother and father? Do we want our schools
to impose on our children, from their earliest days
in school, perversions that lead to degradation
and extinction? Do we want to drum into their heads
the ideas that certain other genders exist along with
women and men and to o�er them gender
reassignment surgery? Is that what we want for our
country and our children? This is all unacceptable to us.
We have a di�erent future of our own.

Let me repeat that the dictatorship of the Western elites
targets all societies, including the citizens of Western
countries themselves. This is a challenge to all. This
complete renunciation of what it means to be human,
the overthrow of faith and traditional values,
and the suppression of freedom are coming
to resemble a “religion in reverse” – pure Satanism.
Exposing false messiahs, Jesus Christ said
in the Sermon on the Mount: “By their fruits ye shall
know them.” These poisonous fruits are already
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obvious to people, and not only in our country but also
in all countries, including many people in the West
itself.

The world has entered a period of a fundamental,
revolutionary transformation. New centres of power are
emerging. They represent the majority – the majority! –
of the international community. They are ready not only
to declare their interests but also to protect them. They
see in multipolarity an opportunity to strengthen their
sovereignty, which means gaining genuine freedom,
historical prospects, and the right to their own
independent, creative and distinctive forms
of development, to a harmonious process.

As I have already said, we have many like-minded
people in Europe and the United States, and we feel
and see their support. An essentially emancipatory,
anti-colonial movement against unipolar hegemony is
taking shape in the most diverse countries
and societies. Its power will only grow with time. It is
this force that will determine our future geopolitical
reality.

Friends,

Today, we are �ghting for a just and free path, �rst of all
for ourselves, for Russia, in order to leave dictate
and despotism in the past. I am convinced that
countries and peoples understand that a policy based
on the exceptionalism of whoever it may be
and the suppression of other cultures and peoples is
inherently criminal, and that we must close this
shameful chapter. The ongoing collapse of Western
hegemony is irreversible. And I repeat: things will never
be the same.

The battle�eld to which destiny and history have called
us is a battle�eld for our people, for the great historical
Russia. For the great historical Russia, for future
generations, our children, grandchildren and great-
grandchildren. We must protect them against
enslavement and monstrous experiments that are
designed to cripple their minds and souls.
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Today, we are �ghting so that it would never occur
to anyone that Russia, our people, our language, or our
culture can be erased from history. Today, we need
a consolidated society, and this consolidation can only
be based on sovereignty, freedom, creation,
and justice. Our values   are humanity, mercy
and compassion.

And I want to close with the words of a true patriot Ivan
Ilyin: “If I consider Russia my Motherland, that means
that I love as a Russian, contemplate and think, sing
and speak as a Russian; that I believe in the spiritual
strength of the Russian people. Its spirit is my spirit; its
destiny is my destiny; its su�ering is my grief; and its
prosperity is my joy.”

Behind these words stands a glorious spiritual choice,
which, for more than a thousand years of Russian
statehood, was followed by many generations of our
ancestors. Today, we are making this choice;
the citizens of the Donetsk and Lugansk people's
republics and the residents of the Zaporozhye
and Kherson regions have made this choice. They
made the choice to be with their people, to be with their
Motherland, to share in its destiny, and to be victorious
together with it.

The truth is with us, and behind us is Russia!
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Write a message

Risto
A fantastic speech, really thoughtful and fair. 
Putin is number 1!

Reply 0 + −

William Fallon
What a great speech , if only the western public would take off there star spangled bli
listened to it twice and it sounds better ever time I will try and get people in the UK we
doubt they will ... happy birthday Vladimir Putin

Reply

SE Sean123
William Fallon, No very different from the same bullshit, anti-white propaganda w
Total nonsense, only fools with a most limited knowledge of history could ever be
stupidity.

4 more replies

Paul Maddams
Very interesting read to see Putin's side. The history of Europe, is a history of invasion
every country and between every country. There where a few areas he just sort of mis
Russian revolution in 1917 and how Russia changed the world map, especially after W
trusted by the west after WWII and how it managed to occupy countries and build the
the Cold War and it's push for communism world wide. Poland see's no love loss there
let Hitler invade Poland as long as Hitler promised to stay out of Russia, we know how
about the west today and the satanic push seems and looks real to me. This conflict w
it continues, Biden could care less, destroying the pipeline and shoving Russia into a c
the fault of the current American administration. The current world is using hate, raci
begging for them to protect and guard us. Way too much government and the demon
far to the left, we can only pray the silent majority will speak up when the time comes

Reply

DocOne
Interesting Read. Cultures 1,000 of years old protecting their cultures by draconian m
any means necessary. America as a culture is only 200+ years old. Satin and his apple
aberrant behaviors, lies, cheating, etc. wants this for his own and at any cost necessar
suffers. GOD wins but as always with a loss of life. China, Russia, Mesopotamia, India 
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That is what is clear, in my opinion of this outstanding speech. America should have s
protect American Culture. Oh yah...Go Brandon

Reply

Jay Patriot
I’m a US Patriot who hates the illegally elected moron we have now. Trump won the e
and their billionaire handlers rigged the election. I do. Or think the US should be invol
Ukraine. Also if Trump was in power I do not think Putin would have invaded. Having s
Putins talk. First of all Putin has killed tens of thousands maybe hundreds of thousand
in this war. Bombing innocent people, also many terrible things happening. Also, we k
many people in Russia that have stood against him, including media, journalist, and o
seems so Christian doing evil acts now does he?? China , Iran, North Korea and other 
type counties are Allie’s of Putin. Birds of the same feather flock together. I do believe
the wrong path, and most of the country here does not believe in the leftist woke sick
here are pushing. That is why November they will be beaten and I believe in 2024 Trum
rightful place. Until then I do hope cooler heads prevail!

Reply

Logan Righter
Jay Patriot, I understand your view but I would say the reason Putin would not hav
Trump were in office is because Trump would have understood by talking with Pu
Ukraine had to change. Trump would not have gone all-in on the corruption and v
Ukraine, like Biden and Co has, so Putin would never have been pushed to act as h
understanding Russian history or culture, or the US meddling in recent years, one
the Ukraine issue really is. Putin is doing what he has to do. Yep, he's got blood on
at that level, but he's not selling children or turning them into trannies. More than

1 reply

KE Kent98
The West is controlled by the Lucifer-worshiping Zio Globalist Cabal aka Khazarian Ma
depopulated the world to 500 million by wars, pestilence, vaccines, famine, earthquak
New World Order. ruled by them. But no way because Russia and China stand in the w
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SE SenorPescador
excelente
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5th Eye
If Peter the Great was alive today, he'd say to Putin, "Hat's off sir, you beat me!"

Reply 0 + −

Sean L
Reminds me of another world leader justifying the annexation of Austria.

Reply −4 + −

Leroy Brown
Sean L, That's a result of having no or erroneous knowledge of the history that pre
buying into western media propaganda?

1 reply

KR krava
"Russia will always be Russia" ie. miserable, poverty stricken, backwards kleptocracy w
has some size problems between legs? Good luck with your future..

Reply

Leroy Brown
krava, The US national debt is 150% of its GDP. Russia's national debt is about 30%
Russia is managing its fiscal policy better than the US.
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Mohsin Hasti Jctd
Mother Russia's civilizational calling has always been to save humanity, this psycholog
in American projection of "Captain America" saving the world. Fakery through and thr

Great speech, a true statesman. The world is lucky to have Mother Russia, she's got o

Reply

Leroy Brown
Mohsin Hasti Jctd, In May 1945, the Red Army barreled into Berlin, dealing the fina
and ending World War II in Europe. On May 2, 1945, Soviet soldiers raised their fla
USSR saved the world, and that's why Nazis don't like Russians. Now, as the Fourth
looks to Russia once again. Russia will always prevail because Russians are obdura
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Harmein Lubis
Inspirational speech. intellectual with wisdom. Brave but honestly. The real words for 
Putin. Thanks Russia.

Reply

Leroy Brown
Harmein Lubis, Yes, thanks to Russia is long overdue after the US took credit for w
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Harmein Lubis
Inspit
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Behold PaleHorse
After reading Putin's words, I now know Putin is the "real deal"! As a western slave, pro

Reply

Josh Doebler
I believe him? I mean, even if the French or German’s went round 2 and conquered th
still call them Russia!

Reply

Steven B Laube
it was elites greedy for gain who care nothing about love of ones nation , people toda
account unless they are continuing to perpetrate those crimes against humanity and g
for political and financial gain

Reply

PA PaleRider
Fantastic speech no doubt about it. Hit on all cylinders!

Reply +4 + −

Pradip Ghosh
Right and impressive speech. Russians would have to prove all these in the battle field
winter is a great opportunity. Russia must do something spectacular in the battle field
Anything is ok at this stage but the results must be spectacular.
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Reply

Frank Frivilous
The Masonic empire is learning what the Bolsheviks did. Communism is unsustainabl
I'm fairly certain that Putin knows that the citizens of these western states are captive
their grotesque plans, nor profit from them. Russia has shown it's backbone in resistin
U.S. regime and it's little ogre companion, Israel. Let the world take note and respond
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NC NCSWIC17
Frank Frivilous, The Masonic empire and the Bolsheviks are one and the same.
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? Comment has been deleted

Aderyn
Someonewithabrain, I always find it hilarious how you guys come up with names t
what you're peddling (except in Sourvodkax's case I suppose). "Someonewithabra
"observer", "freedomfighter" etc. 
If you dress up a pig in a tuxedo it's still a pig. Trying to use "objective sounding" n
standpoint any more objective.
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FA Faisal.H
Speech of the Century, Really, He just spoke simple truth in the era of western lies, He
for the Russians but for the entire world, not for this generation but for the next and t
you Russia, Thank you Putin.
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SH Shockedbywar
As long as I'm free to choose, free to oppose, free to learn and free to vote I'm happy. 
this war was inevitable in his eyes, the correction of a historical injustice. He really mis
These kind of threats, these kinds of attacks aren't acceptable anymore. He fails to se
the world is forced to re militarise through his action. Is this another war to end war? 
None of us want to spend money on military, no one wants to send their sons and da
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None yabis
Shockedbywar, You completely misunderstood (probably intentionally). You are w
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3 more replies

Sirius
Have you read the incredibly insane headlines in the West? That's what one called the
speech. I can't tell you how sick the Western political class and media makes me. It's ju

Reply

go fuck yourself warmonger
Sirius, the western world is ruled by Genocidal Cult group, as you can see they sac
citizens in attempt to overpower russia........... theY NEED to control russia, in orde
china..... with russia as a canon fodder tool, they can influence india to join russia 
will not attack china alone with the west, but with russia, the west, and india....... t
embolden to attack china, all the world powers joining together..... this is the END
russia is just another chess piece they desperately NEEDED to control.......... china 
regardless how western media brain wash ppl to believe how chinese are weak sc
broken military toys.... this is Delusional brain washing. if the west attack china, th
because their stock markets and companies are inside china, it will be like shootin
making every elite poor.
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BigBhai
If President Putin pursuing his law career, he will become famous lawyer too. He has 
communication. Really good.

Reply

TE TeeGee
The USA learned its lessons well from its mother-England and the British Empire - now
Empire controlling most of the world. But, as with the Napoleonic Empire, the British 
Empire, they cannot invade or control Russia.

Reply

Sunclief
Yes the world has come to know the west by their fruits! They are pure evil. To think th
people during WW1, WW2, North Korea and the Cold War all the while they were aidin
Terrorists, financing them and subsidising them and then Sanctioning us to death. Aft
handed us over to a Marxist socialist government. I can only wish the west with nothin
unhappiness in all that you endeavour and may the north winds blow you out to sea w
turn and never find yourself. May this be a curse to you and your people for all time, u
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deleted
where's the Russia that helped China and North Korea in the Korean war, Putin's Russ

Reply

HE heresiarchus
Good speech, but Putin wants to change war instead of winning it. I don't think the Am
made war dirty: their wars got dirty because this is what it took to win given the tough
prefer to withdraw instead of carpet bombing, or napalming a forest every time Ukrai
you're making war against traditional war, which is based on the simple principle, "do
wouldn't be surprised to read this communique one year from now: "Kremlin decided
not worth the price of holding on to it, so it withdrew." Well, if you can't pay the price 
war; getting victory at a bargain price might not be doable.

Reply

SE Sean123
heresiarchus, He pretends that Russia didn't have their own colonies. The territori
comparable to the melting pots the Spanish and Portuguese established in South 
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Joe Freeman
Well as Comrade Stalin stated.... it doesn't matter who votes. What matters is who cou

Reply

Keir Brown
He will be remembered in history books as the most influential world leader of the 21
survive it.

Reply

doityourownway
To Russia, with lots of love.
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RU rubyvolt
There has never been a more important speech from a world leader and I have to rea
USSA.
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68 68view
Most impressive speech!
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TB tbone
68view, Yep, he should be nominated for the humanitarian of the year award.
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MI Milesmil
Like progress. If anybody waxes defiant and threatens Russia again, they deserve wha
parents who do not mind if their children are mutilated by Gavin Newsom.

Reply

Fifth Dimension
Amen. Finally a statesman on the geopolitical stage ready to play in the Big Ligue. Con

Reply

SC Screech
Fifth Dimension, Congratulations world.
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ME Messiah
The speech was truly inspiring. ‘Welcome back home’, Putin said to new Russia. Alas t
new Russians were killed after relentless Ukraine shelling. What you going to do Vladi

Reply

The Neutral Truth
And as long as you keep being the Russia we are use to we will keep undermining and

Reply

JO Journey_Mann
LoveFreedom: And I hope you puked your heart out over Putin's speech ... truth can b
arse of your caliber ...
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JO Journey_Mann
John johnson: You are perfect example of a willfully ignorant arse ... most of what Put
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J j p p y g
true. I've been schooled in a number of Western countries; one of those was Australia
high school that I had learned about Russian History and Geography ... I learned there
biggest war of the 20th century against German Fascists. That USSR army dealt a deat
at the Battle of Stalingrad ... I was taught that over 40 years ago. BBC made a docume
The World at War. Then a new narrative began to emerge in the late 1990s; it was USA
WWII. It was USA and GB tha broke the back of the Wehrmacht ... WTF is going on ? Br
French and Italian historians are mostly teaching historical twaddle on WWII since ear

Reply

IS Isaac17
Biden's team of Nuland, Blinken, Sullivan, Price, and others are lacking experience and
world views. With Biden experiencing obvious dementia and Harris an intellectual ligh
his administration is rudderless and may be the most dangerous in U.S. history.

Reply

Robert Morgan
Then everyone looses including the Russian people. These times shall pass and peace
again for Russia and the rest of the world. We have to have faith in our people to adh
what can be accomplished thu peaceful negotiations, because what comes without pe
much to think about. Rusia can be a hero to the world by pushing for peace from stre
Russian people and all humanity that would lose family and friends and countries, if w
other and poundin the war drums. President Putin has the chance to end the conflict 
countries. God bless us all and let us pray for just and fair resolutions to our grievance

Reply

InFine
There will be blood.. I 'm waiting for the LNG tankers to explode now...
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RU rubyvolt
Tried to listen to it and it froze half way through and will not continue. Welcome to the
site hasn't been blocked completely yet.

Reply

KU Kuzaku
Ukraine will also become Russia, whether they like it, or not!
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anastasia2657
Now that these areas have become a part of Russia p roper, if the Ukrainians keep up
have no choice but to go into that country. No choice.

Reply

anastasia2657
The whole world is banking on the virtues, the wisdom, humility and patience of Putin

Reply +6

Kaloni
Putin accession speech is one of the greatest speeches of all time. It was pretty straigh
and factually based. it exposes and explains the dirty tricks and demonic view of the W
the world, so contained in hegemonism with an imperialist view of unipolarity that all
by. The best speech I had ever listened to and greatly appreciate and admired. Big Tha
and long live the Russian people and all freedom loving peoples and countries.
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WA Warmonger45
The Truth will set you free
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JO Journey_Mann
Warmonger45, Yeah, I've noticed .. Julian Assange has been set free by revealing t
crimes ... Hooray For Truth Justice and The American Way ...
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Ben Braun
Enough to bring tears in any sincere Human eyes.
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Martian
Definitely one of the best, and the most inspiring speech I have ever heard! 
Well done indeed! 
Go president Putin, Go Russia, Go Sovereignty, Go Humanity, Go!
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